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Accessible summary • This article has been written by a group of persons with intellectual disability

which is called the Consultative Committee of Persons with Intellectual Disabil-

ity. This group works in Malta.

• The article is about how we would like to live. It looks at two things: where we

would like to live and going out in the community.

• This article shows the different opinions of persons with intellectual disability.

• We have a right to choose. Other people should not decide for us about what

we would like to do in our lives.

• Different people have different opinions. This is why it is important that service

providers talk to us about how we would like to live.

• We need help in our lives and more accessibility so that we can do what we

would like to do.

Summary This article has been written by a group of persons with intellectual disability,

which is called the Consultative Committee of Persons with Intellectual Disability.

This group works in Malta. The article is about how we would like to live. It looks

at two things: ‘where we would like to live’ and ‘going out in the community’. This

article shows the different opinions of persons with intellectual disability about

these subjects. The fact that different people have different opinions shows why it is

important that service providers talk to us about how we would like to live. We

have a right to choose. Other people should not decide for us about what we would

like to do in our lives. But it is also important to remember that we need help in our

lives and more accessibility so that we can do what we would like to do.
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Who we are

We are members of the Consultative Committee of Persons

with Intellectual Disability of the National Commission Per-

sons with Disability1 in Malta. This Committee was set up

in 2007 (KNPD 2008). It works in favour of the rights of per-

sons with intellectual disability. During meetings, members

have the opportunity to talk about matters that interest

1www.knpd.org.
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them and about per-

sons with intellectual

disability in Malta.

The Committee is

very much like self-

advocacy groups

that are found in

other countries2.

It is made up of

the Core Committee

and the Full Com-

mittee. There are

seven members with

intellectual disability in the Core Committee and thirty

members in the Full Committee. The Core Committee mem-

bers are chosen by the Full Committee by means of an elec-

tion held every 2 years. This is our Committee because we

control it, with the help that we need3.

The Core Committee meets to plan the meetings of the

Full Committee. In these meetings, we talk about our

concerns. Then, we write reports and present them to

the Board of the National Commission Persons with

Disability.

How we wrote this article

This article is based on two research studies that we carried

out. One was called ‘Where WeWould Like to Live’, and the

other was called ‘The Right to Go Out and Be Part of the

Community’. The

Core Committee

prepared the

questions that

were asked in

meetings of the

Full Committee.

The information

that we gathered

from the answers

was put together

in two reports.

This article puts

together these

two reports.

Brian, Marthese and Omar are members of the Core Com-

mittee. The other members of the Core Committee chose us

to write this article. Anne-Marie is a support member of the

Core Committee and of the Full Committee. In the Core

Committee meetings, she helps us write the questions that

we then ask in the Full Committee meetings. For the two

reports on which this article is based, we chose the subjects

ourselves. Then, Anne-Marie helped us think about the type

of questions to ask the Full Committee members, and we

wrote these down. During the Full Committee meeting, we

asked the questions and Anne-Marie helped us write the

answers. She also helped us write the reports. We said what

we wanted to put down in the reports, and she helped us

write out the sentences and put the reports together. She

then helped us write this article too in the same way. At the

end, she asked us questions that helped us think about what

we had learnt from the article. Then, we found pictures, and

she helped us find references for the article. She then trans-

lated it from Maltese into English. There are many other

persons with intellectual disability who have written arti-

cles like this4.

Where we would like to live

In the Full Committee meetings, when we talked about

where we would like to live, we first looked at what the

United Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabili-

ties (UN 2006) says on the right to choose where to live

and the right to live and participate in the community.

We agree that we should choose where to live. Different

people would like to live in different places. These are the

places that the Consultative Committee members mentioned:

1. with my family.

2. on my own.

3. with my teacher.

4. with my best friends.

5. with more people.

6. in a flat.

7. in a central place with good public transport connections.

8. Some people would like to live in a house with not

more than four persons with intellectual disability.

2Dybwad & Bersani (1996), Goodley (2000) and Sutcliffe & Simons

(1993) provide more information about the history of self-

advocacy.

3For more about the support given by nondisabled people in self-

advocacy groups, see Bramley & Elkins (1988), Chapman (2005)

and Cone (2001).

4See for example, Traustadóttir & Johnson (2000) and Walmsley &

Johnson (2003).
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9. Some would like to live in a group with not more than

12 persons with intellectual disability.

10. Some would not like to live with more people because

it can be confusing and you do not manage to have

your say.

11. Some would like to choose themselves who to live

with.

12. Some would like others to help them make the choice

because they do not know who to choose.

We do not think that it is right that some people live in

a hospital when they can live in a house.

As different people have different wishes, it is impor-

tant that those who run homes for persons with intellec-

tual disability speak to us and let us decide. They should

not decide who we live with.

We need help in our everyday life. There are some daily

activities that we find difficult. Different people need help

in these things:

1. to go out.

2. to go shopping.

3. to cook.

4. to take care of the house.

5. to take care of ourselves.

6. if someone makes fun of us.

Not everyone needs help in the same things. Some peo-

ple need much help and others need a little. Some people

need help in activities that they can learn to do on their

own. We would like to go on learning these things.

We need more support workers to work with us. If

there are not enough support workers, we cannot always

do the things we would like to do.

Support workers should always show us respect and do

their work well. We do not want people who do not do

their work well. Support workers should get to know well

the persons with intellectual disability they work with.

To be able to choose where to live, we also need these things:

1. Our families should agree with us and our wishes.

2. We need money.

3. The government should help us. They should use

empty houses so that we can live in them.

4. We need a good public transport service.

In thisway,we can lead independent lives. Thismeans that

wehavethehelpweneedtodothethingswewouldlike todo5.

If we can live where we would like to live, our parents

will no longer worry about what will happen to us when

they can no longer take care of us.

Going out in the community

In the meetings of the Full Committee, we also talked about

going out in the community. We looked at what the United

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UN

2006)saysontherighttoliveandparticipateinthecommunity.

We like going out to different places:

1. by the sea.

2. shopping.

3. eating out.

4. to the theatre and the cinema.

5. walking in the countryside.

6. doing sport.

7. weekend breaks.

8. parties and discos.

9. going abroad.

5Many disabled people say this (Barnes & Mercer (2006)and Tho-

mas (2007)).
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Many of us would like to meet more people. We would

like to have more friends. We need more support workers.

It is important that transport and the places we go to

are accessible.

We would also like to meet people from other countries.

Some of us prefer to stay at home.

People who go out with us should be people who care

about us and understand us, and not people who make

fun of us, take decisions for us or do not take any notice

of us6. It is important that we are accepted. It is also

important that we behave well with other people.

To be able to go out in the community we need these

things:

1. phoning up our friends to decide on an outing.

2. enough money and knowing how to spend it well.

3. choosing where to go.

4. having self-confidence. We do not always need friends

to go out. Sometimes we can go out on our own.

We like taking part in public activities that are held in

Malta. But we also enjoy activities that are organised just

for us.

Many of us agree that we feel more independent when

we go out than when we stay at home because you need

to know where you are going and because you have to be

ready on time and check bus times yourself. We have a

new bus service in Malta. We hope that this will help us

go out more.

Some people feel more

independent when they go

out on their own. They can

spend some time on their

own. Others feel more inde-

pendent when they go out

with friends or when they

go abroad.

These are the people we like to go out with:

1. Some of us prefer to go out with friends than with fam-

ily because they are no longer children.

2. Some prefer to go out with parents or relatives.

3. Some people do not go out because they do not have

friends.

4. Some people do not go out on their own because they

might get lost.

5. Some people go out with their workmates.

6. Some people like to go with friends from their day cen-

tre.

There are people who can help us go out more:

1. staff and volunteers.

2. friends.

3. family members.

4. some people, like the hairdresser, help us because we

look smart when we go out.

We can go out, but society needs to help us to be able

to go out more and be more accepted.7

Some people like to go out only with persons with intel-

lectual disability. This is because others make fun of us

and do not treat us well. But it is important to distinguish

between those people who help us and those who do not.

Some people do not say they have a disability because

they are afraid someone will make fun of them.

Some of us like going out both with different persons,

persons with intellectual disability and with others too.

6Dearden-Phillips & Fountain (2005) and Hoole & Morgan (2011)

talk about how we should be involved in the services that we use.

7Philo (2005) and Waldron (2010) show how we can be left out of

the community that we live in.
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We think that it is better to go out with both and not limit

yourself to persons with intellectual disability only.

What we learnt from these reports

We have learnt many things by

doing the research and writing

these two reports. One of the

most important things is that

persons with intellectual dis-

ability have the right to do the

same things as everyone else.

But we also have the right to

do different things because not

everyone likes the same things.

Different people with intellec-

tual disability have different

preferences. This happens in all

aspects of life. This means that

no one should decide what we

prefer. We should decide our-

selves.

For us to be able to decide for ourselves, those who

work with us should listen to us and talk to us. We also

need more support workers so that we can act on our

choices. But this is not enough. To be able to live as we

would like to, there need to be more accessible places and

services. We also need more money.

Some of us also need help to be able to take care of the

money. Most of us need help in our daily lives, but not

everyone needs help in the same things. Some of us would

do more things on our own if someone teaches us.

Finally, it is important that other people look at us in a

positive way. People should not pity us, be afraid of us or

ignore us. This is because we want to be a part of our

community because we should not be on our own. In this

way, other people will get to know us better and learn

that we are like everyone else.

Pictures from CHANGE Picture Bank (http://www.

changepeople.co.uk).
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